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HISTORY

In ancient Greece mythology Jason assembled a great group of 

heroes, known as the Argonauts after the ship ARGO. Their 

quest was to retrieve the Golden Fleece. However difficult and 

daunting the task was, Jason was able to deliver to the king on-

board the swift ARGO.  ArgoMex Global value our clientele and 

their MERX, Greek word for Goods.

We at ARGOMEX GLOBAL regard our customers request on 

goods to be our golden fleece. We strive to achieve what is best 

for our customers in the business of procurement and logistics to 

deliver goods swiftly no matter what it takes guaranteed.

ArgoMex Global manages your procurement process from start to finish. Initially, we assist you in 

your decision of what you need to purchase. We assess and select the most appropriate method of 

procurement, negotiating volume discount from our pool of suppliers overseas, obtaining 

specifications and quotes. After evaluating supplier responses we award the contract and manage 

the delivery process. We keep you informed during the process with regular reports.

ArgoMex Global has the tenure, resources and proven track record of providing competitive rates, 

working with the best couriers to deliver products in a fast and efficient manner to our clients. We 

succeed because of the tremendous value we place on customer satisfaction. Our laser focus on 

identifying the best products and our access to vast reservoirs of supplier partners across industries 

makes us a strategic and one stop procurement consultant.

ArgoMex Global is your one-stop procurement consultants in all industrial supplies with an 

extensive offering of OEM products. We are a company of procurement specialists. Core services 

provided include, but not limited to the Oil and Gas, Floating Production, Storage and Offloading 

(FPSO) vessels, Engineering, Mining technology, HVAC, Refrigeration and Air-condition (AOA) 

and Construction industries. Our objective is to offer our clients competitive rates, help customers 

lower supply chain costs, initiate prompt delivery leading to increase efficiency.
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OUR MISSON

OUR VISION

Provide professional logistical services, 

competitive pricing and prompt deliveries of goods.
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SERVICES

We manage your procurement process from start to finish in three 

easy steps

1. You send in your procurement list

2. We shop and provide you with competitive rates

3. We deliver to your door, thanks to our representation of the world 

leading logistics companies

ArgoMex Global work in synergy with our logistic partners to 

ensure goods that are shipped via Air Charter or Sea Freight are 

professionally organized and packed, ensuring that the goods are 

secure and protected for delivery.

PPE & SAFETY EQUIPMENTS

FLOW METERS & INSTRUMENTATION

HAND, POWER TOOLS & TOOL SYSTEM

FLOW CONTROL PRODUCTS

VALVES & CONTROL PRODUCTS

MINING CHUBBING BOLTS

CHAIN LOCKS & BALL MILLS

REEL CHAMBERS & COAL CRUSHERS

DRIVING GEARS & VALVE COVERS

HAUL TRUCKS & DIESEL ENGINES

HYDRAULIC SHOVELS
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GENERATORS & TRANSFORMERS

MCC SECTIONS & POWER CABLES

PPE & SAFETY EQUIPMENTS

POWER METERING DEVICES

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION MATERIALS

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS & EQUIPMENTS

SERVICES

HVAC & REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS & CONTROLS

MOLD CONTROL SPRAY & CHEMICALS

COIL CLEANING SYSTEMS & CHEMICALS

REFRIGERATION PIPES, VALVES & TUBES

METAL FITTINGS NIPPLES

FLEXIBLE CONNECTORS

PROTECTION DEVICES

AUDIO/VIDEO/NETWORKING CABLES

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES

DATA STORAGE PRODUCTS

PRINTERS, SCANNERS & PRINT SUPPLIES

FUEL SAVING PRODUCTS

AIR INTAKE & FUEL SYSTEMS

ENGINE PARTS & ACCESSORIES

AUDIO/VIDEO & ELECTRONICS

BRAKES & SUSPENSION SYSTEMS

CHASSIS

WHEELS/TIRES & ACCESSORIES

LIGHTS & LIGHTING
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1210 LongFellow Dr. Suite # 86

Beaumont, TX 77706

USA

Tel:309-258-2313

Website: www.argomexglobal.com

P.O. BOX CO 455

TEMA-GHANA

Tel:+233-205-071029

Website: www.argomexglobal.com

info@argomexglobal.com

services@argomexglobal.com

CONTACT INFORMATION

ARGOMEXGLOBAL
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